Abstract. Let DCC be a simply connected domain that contains 0 and does not coutain any disk of radius larger than 1. For R>0, let WD(R) denote the harmonic measure at 0 of the set {z:lzI>_R}NOD. Then it is shown that there exist ~>0 and C>0 such that for each such D, WD(R)<_Ce -fiR, for every H>0. Thus a natural question is: What is the supremum of all j3's, call it/30, for which the above inequality holds for every such D? Another formulation of the problem involves hyperbolic metric instead of harmonic measure. Using this formulation a lower bound for /3o is found. Upper bounds for ~0 can be obtained by constructing examples of domains D. It is shown that a certain domain whose boundary consists of an infinite number of vertical half-lines, i.e. a comb domain, gives a good upper bound. This bound disproves a conjecture of C. Bishop which asserted that the strips of width 2 are extremal domains. Harmonic measures on comb domains are also studied.
Introduction The inradius R(D)
For a brief history of the work on U we refer to [BC] (which also reviews some other problems involving inradius). Here we mention only the following lower bound due to Zhang [Z]: U>0.57088.
We will study a similar problem for harmonic measure. For a domain DE13 and for R>0, let coD(R) denote the harmonic measure at 0 of the set ODn{z:lzl_>R} with respect to D. It is obvious that coD is g decreasing function of R. In fact, one can prove that coD decreases exponentially. This follows, at least intuitively, from the probabilistic interpretation of harmonic measure as hitting probability of Brownian motion in D: A Brownian particle starting from the circle Izl=r and stopping when it hits the boundary of D has small probability to reach the circle [z I =r +2, because of the inradius condition R(D)= 1. Now repeated applications of the Markov property shows that coD decays exponentially. Of course, this argument can be made rigorous, see Proposition 3.4. Our purpose is to study more precisely the exponential decay of coD. The domain D* is a comb domain, i.e. its boundary consists of an infinite number of vertical half-lines. Certain extremal lengths on comb domains can be computed explicitly. These computations lead to estimates of harmonic measure via Beurling's inequalities relating extremal length and harmonic measure. We will study harmonic measures on several types of comb domains: parasymmetric, periodic and symmetric comb domains (see Figure 1 ). Figure 1 . A parasymmetric comb domain, a periodic comb domain and a symmetric comb domain, respectively.
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